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MANUSCRIPT 3
1126-1198
Notabilia dicta [fols. 19-63]. Incomplete portions
of commentaries on Aristotle's De Anima and
Metaphys·ics, and of the· medical ·tract Al-1<ulliyyat,
known as "Coll ~get." Caption title of first part:
11
Incipi t quaedam subtilia notabilia dictam a
conunentoz Averoz super primo de anima."
Bound with three unrelated treatises: Albertus
M~gnus (1193?-1280), Tr'actatus ·pr·o·p ortion:um (fols.
1-4); Anonymous, Latitudines forma·rum (fols. 4-6);
and Robertus Anglicus (fl. 1272), Conipil"atio super
tra:cta:tu de sphaera (fols. 7-18), his commentary
on the· Sthaerae mhn.di by Joannes de Sacro Bosco
(fl. 123 ) .
MS 3

Averro~s,

Italy (in Latin)

Ca. 1430-1450

E. J. Goodspeed, Descriptive cata·1o·gue, pp. 4-5, enters
this codex under a multiple-authOr heading and a made-up
title, as follows:

1

'Albertus Theotonicus ·(Teutonicus?),

Robertus A?glicus, et al., TractatU:s mathematici e·t philo.-.
sophici."

De Ricci, Census, I, 554, enters it under the

author and title of the first extract, as follows:
Teutonicus.

Tracta:tus proportion:um."

"Albertus

The reader shOuld be

aware, however, that there are only 13 columns ·of materials
derived from Albertus Teutonicus (Or Albertus Magnus, as he
is usually called), which is considerably less than one-tenth
of the materials (159 columns) derived from

Averro~s.

Rather

than make a fetish of the order in which these unrelated
;naterials were bound (which seems to have been accidental),
it would be wiser to tie the codex to the name
author of the most voluminous, most

Averro~s,

s~gnificant,

and most

(Goodspeed and De Ricci

interesting of these treatises.

supply a wealth of technical information about the codex;
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the present short description does not repeat all of that
information).
All of the

Averro~s

materials we·re written on one type

of paper (fols. 19-67) , a paper with a clear, we·11 defined
watermark of a very common kind (three "mounts" and a cross);
if a relationship can be established

betw~en

this watermark

and the nearly identical watermark No. 11726 in Vol. III of
Briquet's Filigranes, the.n it seems possible to affirm that
the paper was manufactured in Northern Italy during the period
1428-1440.

Calligraphic evidence, which points to a 15th•·

century Italian origin, helps to corroborate this conjecture.
The other materials were written on different kinds of
paper and in different hands, and may be of a later date.
most

s~gnificant

The

item amo!lg tne·m is the· 'Robertus A?glicus

commenta;ry {48 columns), which contributed to medieval scien.tific studies (s.ee The Sphere· 'of Sacrobo's·ca· and ·its commenta"'
tors, ed. and trans. Lynn Thorndike fUniversi ty of Chicago ,
Press, 1949], for the full Latin text with an English transla.,,.
tion).

Note ;

Both Goodspeed and De Ricci speculate that the

commentary was actually thi

~ark

of Robeit Grosseteste (1175?-

12 53) , bishop of Lincoln, author of the 'Sphaer'ae compendium ,
but they appear to be mistaken.
Folio, 29x22cm.
67 leaves (6 are blank).
Uni ver·s ity of Chicago blue. ·cl-oth binding.
Fair copies in thr~e unidentified hand~. With a
few marginal notes. The Averro~s materials
were carefully written, in double columns,
and rubricated; space was left for decorative
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initials, but th_e y have not been f i lled
in. Th~ othei mateiials ware more roughly
written, in black ink in double columns.,
with only two capitals in red. A later
hand has scribbled a few Latin quotations
at the end of the codex". No index or table
of contents. Foliated several times; many
leaves missing. Correct foliation for the
codex as currently arranged can be seen in
red crayon at the bottom right-hand corner
of each leaf.
·
Part of the Berlin Collection.
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